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REPORT to the MAYOR and MEMBERS of the CITY COUNCIL
From the CITY MANAGER

DATE:

November 24, 2020

SUBJECT:

Resolution to Award Purchase of new Enterprise
Resource Planning ("ERP") Financial System

ISSUING DEPARTMENT:

Finance

SUMMARY:
Issues:
Should the City Council adopt the Resolution to award the purchase of New
ERP Financial Accounting System to OpenGov?
Recommendation:
Staff recommends the City Council waive formal bid requirements and
authorize the City Manager to enter into a five-year agreement with OpenGov
for financial accounting Software-as-a-Service ("SaaS") and appropriate a total
of $1,083,680 from the general equipment replacement fund for computers
and related equipment consisting of:
1. One-time implementation appropriation of $212,750
2. A 10 percent contingency of $21,275
3. Annual subscription costs of $169,931 per year (for 4 years), totaling
$849,655
Fiscal Impact:
The Fiscal Year 2021 cost is $403,956 with annual costs of $169,931
thereafter for four additional years. The previously approved FY21 budget for
the first yea r of implementation and service is $650,000. The proposed first
year setup and operating costs are below the adopted budget amount;
therefore sufficient funds are available in the Technology Replacement Fund
1315 Account 1315-6586. Total cost is $1,083,680 and each subsequent year
will be part of the City's annual operating budget replacing current accounting
software needs.
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City's Strategic Goals:
•
•

Maintain a financially sound and affordable city government
Continue to improve high quality municipal services.

Environmental Review:
Not Applicable.

BACKGROUND:
The City currently conducts its financial accounting operations through a software
system called Central Square "Finance Plus" which has been utilized since 2006.
Finance Plus is the internal system used by the City to collect revenue, pay invoices,
process payroll, and provide financial reporting that is used by the constituents and
staff to understand the City's financial outlook and future obligations. The current
version of Finance Plus is no longer supported by the vendor. The vendor has been
attempting to work with the City to upgrade the current version of the software for
almost two years without success. Substantial staff turnover at Central Square has
negatively impacted the ability to implement the upgrade. To retain this system, the
City would need to fund the cost of a major upgrade which is not recommended given
the current age and functional utility of the system and lack of knowledgeable staff.
In order to ensure uninterrupted service to residents and businesses, replacing the
City's financial accounting system has been a planned project and part of the biennial
budget for FY2021. The rapid switch to remote work due to the Covid-19 pandemic
exacerbated the limitations of the City's current system by relying on virtual private
network connections and not using a Saas cloud system. The City has made good
use of the current system for nearly 14 years, however, updates to technology and
service-level needs require the City to move to a new platform.
DISCUSSION:
Staff researched information on multiple financial systems and how these are
integrated into the finance operations of different municipalities. Staff conducted due
diligence by researching the two comparable systems available on the market that
would meet the City's specifications. After careful consideration of the City's needs
and priorities including costs, staff determined that OpenGov and Tyler Technologies
provided the best options for further consideration. Staff held interviews with other
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municipalities similar in size to gain knowledge of each vendor.
Staff also
participated in demonstrations of the software with the candidate firms. The City
currently utilizes OpenGov in our open reporting component to the public. Staff finds
their customer service to be timely, helpful, and available when required. Taking
these considerations as well as factoring in the total costs for implementation and
annual services with the difference between the two vendors of $380,000, staff
recommends contracting with OpenGov.
To expedite the implementation of the new system, staff proposes exerc1s1ng a
procurement exemption in the City's Municipal Code. The City's Purchasing Officer
may waive competitive bidding if the City Council, by resolution, determines that due
to special circumstances it is in the City's best interest to enter into a contract per La
Mesa Municipal Code Section 2.40.070(a)(5). In this specific instance, the proposed
commodity to be purchased must be compatible with existing systems already in
place. OpenGov has been in use by the City since 2014. Implementation is an
addition to other software modules to existing systems.
There are other related factors that support staff's recommendation for this contract
award. For example, OpenGov previously performed satisfactory work for the City
with its other platform and it highly qualified to perform the work. Additionally, the firm
is providing comparable services to other municipalities of the City's size and
structure and provides services for the State of California Fi$Cal system, one of the
largest financial systems in California. OpenGov provides more enhanced features
with an operating and capital budget portal and the ability to connect to our current
OpenGov reporting that is open and available to the constituents of the City by
providing executive insights data, graphs, and charts without having to upload from a
separate database. The proposed contract amount is also under budget. Based on
the collective factors described above, the proposed contract qualifies for an
exemption form the bidding process.
Beginning implementation at this time is important to continue fiscal operations and
provide ability to meet budget schedules. The proposed acquisition of the OpenGov
Saas is an upgrade and is built upon the existing foundation already implemented
and used in our current format. The recommendation action would allow the City to
have a robust financial tool that would improve its communication tools to provide
financial information to the public. If approved by the City Council, staff would begin
working with OpenGov to implement the new system in time for the upcoming budget
adoption process.
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CONCLUSION:
Staff recommends that the City Council adopt the resolution to award the purchase of
ERP financial accounting Saas to OpenGov.
Reviewed by:

Respectfully submitted by:

Greg ftrrnora
City Manager

TammiJRoyaies
Director of Finance

~
Purchasing Officer
Attachments:
A.
B.

Resolution
OpenGov Agreement

-

RESOLUTION NO. 2020-

RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF LA MESA
AWARDING THE PURCHASE OF A NEW ENTERPRISE RESOURCE
PLANNING ("ERP") FINANCIAL SYSTEM TO OPENGOV

WHEREAS, since 2006 the City has conducted its financial accounting operations through a
software system called Central Square "Finance Plus" which is the internal system used by the City
to collect revenue, pay invoices, process payroll, and provide financial reporting that is used by the
constituents and staff to understand the City's financial outlook and future obligations;
WHEREAS, The current version of Finance Plus attempted to upgrade without success and
to retain this system the City would need to fund the cost of a major upgrade which is not
recommended given the current age and functional utility of the system;
WHEREAS, staff researched information on multiple systems and how these are integrated
into the finance operations of different municipalities and after careful consideration of the City's
needs and priorities, staff determined that OpenGov provides the best option;
WHEREAS, the City's Purchasing Officer may waive competitive bidding if the proposed
commodity to be purchased must be compatible with existing systems already in place per La Mesa
Municipal Code Section 2.40.070(A)(5); and
WHEREAS, the fiscal year 2021 cost would be $403,956 with annual costs of $169,931
thereafter for four additional years which will be part of the City's annual operating budget replacing
current accounting software needs.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT AND IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED by the City Council of the City
of La Mesa, California, that the City Council intends to award the purchase of a new enterprise
resource planning ("ERP") financial system to OpenGov in the amount of $403,956 for fiscal year
2021 with four additional years in the amount of $169,931 per year.
PASSED AND ADOPTED at a Regular meeting of the City Council of the City of La Mesa,
California, held the 24th day of November 2020, by the following vote, to wit:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:

ATTACHMENT A

CERTIFICATE OF CITY CLERK
I, MEGAN WIEGELMAN, City Clerk of the City of La Mesa, California, do hereby certify the
foregoing to be a true and exact copy of Resolution No. 2020- , duly passed and adopted by the
City Council of said City on the date and by the vote therein recited.

MEGAN WIEGELMAN, CMC, City Clerk
(SEAL OF CITY)

OpenGov Inc. 955 Charter Street
Redwood City, CA 94063
United States

OPENGOV
Created On:
10/29/2020
Quote Expiration:
12/1/2020
Subscription Start Date: 12/1/2020
Subscription End Date: 11/30/2025
Customer:
Bill To/Ship To:

City of La Mesa, CA
8130 Allison Avenue
La Mesa, CA 91942

Prepared By:
Neal Block
Email:
nblock@opengov.com
Contract Term: 5 Years
Contact Name: Tammi Royales
Email:
troyales@cityoflamesa.us

Billing Frequency: Annual
Payment Terms: Net Thirty (30) Days

Description: See Billing Table Below

SOFTWARE SERVICES UPGRADE:
Product/ Service •
OpenGov ERP Cloud Upgrade
Core Financials, HR & Payroll, Budgeting & Planning, Reporting & Transparency, Premium
Support - Platinum
One-Time Credit for Prepaid Unused Management Reporting Fees from 12/1/2020 through
6/30/2021

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES:
Product/ Service
OpenGov Deployment- One Time Fee (Prepaid Hours)

Contact Name: Tammi Royales
Email:
troyales@cityoflamesa.us

Start Date

End Date

·Annual Term

Annual Fee

12/1/2020

l I /30/2025
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$169,931.00

12/1/2020

6/30/2021

One-Time Credit

-$4,375.00

Annual Subscription:

$169,931.00

Description
Product configuration, setup, and training described in the attached SOW.
Professional Services Total:

Softiva~ Billing Table:
Billing Date
December I, 2020
December I, 2021
December I, 2022
December I, 2023
December I, 2024

$212,750.00

Amount Due
$378,306.00
$169,931.00
$169,931.00
$169,931.00
$169,931.00

, OrderFormLegal Terms ...
Welcome to OpenGov! Thanks for using our Software Services. This Order Form is entered into between OpenGov, Inc., with its principal place of business at 955 Charter
Street, Redwood City, 94063 ("OpenGov"), and you, the entity identified above ("Customer"), as of the Effective Date. This Order Form includes and incorporates the
OpenGov Software Services Agreement ("SSA") signed between the parties effective June 27. 2019 and the applicable Statement of Work ("SOW") incorporated herein in the
event Professional Services are purchased. The Order Form, SSA and SOW shall hereafter be referred to as the "Agreement". Unless otherwise specified above, fees for the
Software Services and Professional Services shall be due and payable, in advance, on the Effective Date. By signing this Agreement, Customer acknowledges that it has
reviewed, and agrees to be legally bound by, the OpenGov Terms and Conditions. Each party's acceptance of this Agreement is conditional upon the other's acceptance of the
terms in the Agreement to the exclusion of all other terms.
City of La Mesa, CA

OpenGov, Inc.

Signature:

Signature:

Name:

Name:

Title:

Title:

Date:

Date:

ATIACHMENTB

Greg Humora, City Manager
Tammi Royales, Director of Finance
City of La Mesa
8130 Allison Ave.
La Mesa, CA 91942
RE: The OpenGov Decision
Dear Greg and Tammi,
OpenGov is thrilled by the opportunity to partner with the City of La Mesa in your efforts to
procure and implement technology in the journey to digital transformation. We thank you for your
thought and careful consideration. What you are about to read is a sweeping portrait of the
government technology industry, consultation on what to look for in a partnership with a vendor,
as well as a comprehensive look into OpenGov's people, products, methodologies, and mission.
OpenGov's cloud-based solutions were purpose-built specifically for the public sector, and we
are deeply invested in helping you make the right technology purchase for your government's
unique needs. Understanding that daily government operations have direct impacts on all of our
standards of living, we are committed to giving you an honest and fair evaluation of the market,
our offerings, and your purchasing options so you can make the decision that is best for your
organization.
We would be remiss if we did not first address the worldwide pandemic that has befallen us.
COVID-19 has u.shered us into an unprecedented new world that has had devastating effects on
local governments' ability to "stay open" and continue the mission-critical operations that serve
the public. While there is no silver bullet in times of crisis other than hard work, collaboration and
preparedness, modern technology like OpenGov can help foster virtual two-way
communications, maintain continuity of operations, and enable effective planning for
ever-changing near and long-term scenarios. We will discuss these capabilities and more in a
later section of this document.
As you will discover in the following pages, we are a company comprised of individuals who are
passionate about our mission to power more effective and accountable government. To ensure
that our products respond to the direct concerns and needs of government, we employ former
public sector employees at every level of the company, from Executive Leadership to our
Engineers to our Implementation and Customer Success Teams. Whether you are looking to
upgrade your ERP system, revolutionize your budget development process, streamline permitting
and licensing, or reinforce transparency and collaboration both inside and outside your
organization, OpenGov has a solution that can deliver rapid time-to-value and significant Roi for
your organization and community.
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In the pages that follow, we will provide an overview of the leading solutions in Government
budgeting, finance, constituent services, and reporting software, detail the support and
collaboration involved in an OpenGov partnership, and overview of OpenGov's advantages to
other companies and products on the market. We invite you to join us in our mission of powering
more effective and accountable government.
Sincerely,
Neal Block
Senior Account Executive
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OpenGov Is a company of Individuals passionate about our mission to power more effective and
accountable government. We have a fervent desire to empower the public sector with the tools
you need to manage Internal and external operations, enable collaboration, and promote clear
communication for strategic decision-making. To that end, we have developed a robust set of
solution suites specifically designed for government.
Every state and local government employee uses modern cloud ERP software to reduce manual
work, become more strategic, and better engage stakeholders - all while building trust with the
public. The result is more resilience in our nation's communities, more empowered organizations,
and more fiscally sustainable government. By raising the standard for government software and
services, OpenGov is leading the digital cloud transformation taking place throughout the public
sector.

The OpenGov ERP Cloud includes:
•

OpenGov Financials is a comprehensive, cloud Financial Management Suite designed for
local government. As part of the industry's only modern cloud ERP for accounting, budgeting,
and community development, OpenGov Financials unifies and automates the many
mission-critical financial processes of public administration, now and for the future. Open Gov
Financials offers the most complete and easy-to-use Reporting & Transparency Platform, with
out-of-the-box capabilities to help you better understand organizational performance,
maintain central and accurate reporting, and communicate clearly and effortlessly with the
public.

•

OpenGov Budgeting & Planning is a modern, full-featured cloud budgeting solution
designed to meet the unique needs of public sector planning and analysis. Trusted by
hundreds of forward-thinking institutions, Budgeting & Planning Is the industry's most
collaborative experience for budget process automation, managerial reporting, and public
transparency -- driving more effective planning and strengthening public trust. On average,
Budgeting & Planning customers have reduced budget development time by 50%, achieved
80% time savings on reporting and have re-allocated up to 1% of their budgets for more
strategic outcomes.

•

OpenGov PLC is a workflow automation solution that streamlines community development
services, such as permitting, licensing, code enforcement, as well as other key government
workflows. Built on our more than 25 years of expertise, OpenGov PLC delivers the industry's
most advanced platform to increase operational efficiency and Improve service delivery to
the community. Featuring a public portal seamlessly integrated with a centralized database
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and workflow engine, OpenGov PLC streamlines the approvals process from intake through
issuance, decreasing turnaround times and saving you and your team hundreds of hours per
year.
•

The Reporting and Transparency Platform: Build trust by simplifying and streamlining the

collection, analysis, and communication of complex information with the OpenGov Reporting
and Transparency platform. Our platform's solutions reduce manual reporting, data scrubbing,
and formatting by providing on-demand access to dynamic, interactive reports and
dashboards. Simple, self-service tools empower anyone with access to the platform to
perform analysis without burdening technical teams, making it easier to discover trends,
provide historical context, and quickly identify anomalies.

Budgeting&
Planning

Financials

Permitting,
Licensing, &
Code
Enforcement

Reporting & Transparency Platform
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1.. Overview
1.1.

Preamble

This Statement of Work ("SOW") identifies services that OpenGov, Inc. ("OpenGov" or "we")
will perform for the City of La Mesa, CA ("Customer" or "you") pursuant to the order for
Professional Services agreed to by the parties ("Order Form") which references the
Software Services Agreement or other applicable agreement entered into by the parties
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(the "Agreement").

1.2. OpenGov's Modern Cloud ERP
OpenGov is the leader in modern cloud ERP software for our nation's cities, counties, and
state agencies. On a mission to power more effective and accountable government,
OpenGov serves agencies across the U.S. Built exclusively for the unique budgeting,
financial management, and citizen services needs of the public sector, the OpenGov ERP
Cloud enables organizations to plan more strategically and collaboratively, streamline
mission-critical processes, and communicate with stakeholders more transparently.
• Cloud ERP for local government. OpenGov offers transformative solutions for
budgeting, financial management, and citizen services with the market-leading
reporting and transparency platform--allowing customers to re-allocate up to 1% of
their budgets for more strategic outcomes and save thousands of hours on manual
and paper-based processes.
• A trusted and dedicated partner. Governments nationwide partner with OpenGov
to drive more effective and accountable operations and strengthen public trust. Built
exclusively for state and local government, OpenGov's software, services, and
expertise are backed by years of employee experience in the public sector.
• A platform built to grow with you. Modern cloud architecture ensures all of your
users have access to the latest features and upgrades while reducing your IT burden,
minimizing your cost footprint, and breaking down system and data silos. Thanks to
world-class professional services and a roadmap driven by customer feedback, you
future-proof your investment for the next generation.
-

;,

·
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Initiation

Bost l'ractl«i Review

Key Activities:

Koy Acllvltlo.: LMrnlng nnd oppllcntlon of Best
Prncllces, Hnnds-on Workshops, Admln Trolnlng

Introductions. projocl plan
review. ostabllsh charter
end plan limcllnos

Koy Work Product.: Document Request
Checklists, Solution Racomn1endntlon, Onto Mnp,
Solullon Document

Key Work Products: Roles
end responslbllllies
Ovorvlew. Project Plan,
Chart<>r and Schedule

t---------------;
Configuration

Koy ActMll•1: Appucnllon Md Solullon
Configurnllon, Jn;iinl Dotn MlgmllM

Go live

Project Completion

Kay Acllvltlos:

Kay ActlvlUe!: System

Key Act!vllles: FIMI

Conftgurnllon Review,
User Acceptance Testing.
Dntn Conflrmntlon, User
Trnlnlng

In use

Acceptnnce, Ttansltlon to
Customer Success
Mnnoger and Tech11lcnl
Support, Foodbnck survey

V.lldallon

Koy Work Products: Dain
Volldollon. Customer
Review

Koy Work Products:
Project Documontollon

Key Work Products: Ptoject
Acce.ptnnce, Trnns\tlon

K•y Work Products: Solullon Canfigurollon, Peer
R8VIQW, Solullon Document
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Methodology

OpenGov's deployment methodology, often referred to as the OpenGov Way ("OG Way"),
delivers on OpenGov's mission to power more effective and accountable governments. 'It is
an innovative, modern, and iterative approach that leads our customers to successfully
deploy our products and help them successfully achieve their vision. The OG Way
differentiates itself in the market by its foundation of customer empowerment. We rely on
our years of experience working with governments, leading in governments, and leveraging
best practices from the public and private sector in order to coach our customers through
the change management needed to leverage our best practices and quality software. This
methodology requires a degree of focus and engagement to ensure collaboration between
both parties to produce the desired results in a timely manner. We look forward to our
partnership and can't wait to show you how The OG Way will improve the way you do
business and the services you're able to provide to your citizens!

Project Initiation
During project initiation, we will introduce project resources, review the products and
services purchased, establish a project charter, finalize project timelines, and conduct the
kickoff meeting. Both OpenGov and Customer are responsible for assigning their Project
Managers for the project. We will hold a planning meeting to review all project documents
OpenGov has received to date. We'll also provide additional worksheets that need to be
included. We'll set-up meetings to finalize the project plan, project charter, and ensure there
is a centralized location for these documents to be stored for collaboration. Lastly, we'll
determine the date for the larger kickoff meeting and discuss the agenda for this critical
meeting.

Best Practice Review
•
•
•
•
•
•

OpenGov will provide your team with access to OG University and OpenGov's
Resource Center so that you can start learning.
Provided checklists with samples of data and information that we'll need completed.
We will obtain all data and integration information at this time in our standard format.
We will review your agency-specific documents to make sure we understand your
business requirements.
We will then coach you on our best practices by showing you how our tool works in
the most effective manner.
Based on our best practices review, we'll make solution recommendations based on
our domain expertise.
We'll align with your team based on our understanding of your operating processes
based on technical requirements and product functionality.
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•
•

We will review all data and integration requirements. A data map will be mutually
agreed upon and signed off on by Customer.
We will present a solution document to be mutually agreed upon prior to starting the
configuration.

Configuration
•
•
•

We will set-up the base configuration based on the mutually agreed upon solution
document.
We will mutually configure the use cases based on the mutually agreed upon
solution document.
We will migrate your data based on our mutually agreed upon data map.

Validation
•
•

•
•

•

Review the completed work performed during configuration.
The appropriate members of the Customer project team will confirm that the
solution has been configured correctly based on the solution and data mapping
documents by testing the use of the solution.
Training will be provided based on the selected package, or as set forth herein.
Any items that were configured or migrated incorrectly based on the data map and
solution document will be tracked via an issue log. We will work with your team to
identify deployment critical issues that will be resolved prior to launch. If the item is
not included in the mutually agreed upon data map and solution document, a
mutually agreed upon change order will be discussed as defined in Section 10
Change Management of this SOW.
The exit criteria for this phase is the sign off by the Customer's Project Manager of
the configuration based on the mutually agreed upon solution and data map as
defined in Section 9 Acceptance of this SOW.

Deploy
•

The solution is usable by Customer.

Project Completion
•
•
•

Customer is sent a project acceptance form to sign as defined in Section 9
Acceptance of this SOW.
Customer will be asked to respond to a brief survey to provide feedback about the
experience.
Customer is introduced to Customer Support and educated on how to engage with
customer support based on Customer's procured package.
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3.. Project Schedule
OpenGov will schedule resources for this project upon signature of the order form. Unless
specifically noted, the OpenGov assigned project manager (as identified below or such
alternate designated by OpenGov, the "OpenGov Project Manager") will work with
Customer Project Manager to develop the project schedule for all requested deliverables
under this SOW. Open Gov reserves the right to adjust the schedule based on the availability
of OpenGov resources and/or Customer resources, and the timeliness of deliverables
provided by the Customer.

411 Roles and Responsibilities
4.1.

Roles and Responsibilities Matrix

Executive Sponsor
("ES")
Name: Mike Mattson

Responsible for ensuring alignment on project value proposition
and vision. Escalation point for Customer Executive Sponsor to
mitigate any risks that the project team cannot resolve.
Executive Sponsor attends monthly (or other frequency)
executive meetings to review deployment status, documented
issue list, status and closure summary.

Project Manager
("PM")

Responsible for the delivery of the professional services based
upon the agreed upon contract and SOW within the budgeted
hours and timeframe. Ensures the project is properly forecasted,
assigns tasks/resources, and tracks toward project completion.
Holds executive steering committee meetings and/or quarterly
business reviews as appropriate to ensure project issues are
properly escalated and success is achieved. Facilitates the
transition to support.

Analyst ("IA")

Responsible for helping Customer configure OpenGov's product
suites as assigned. The Analyst is the primary consultant,
guiding Customer through configuration working sessions to put
together successful workflows.

Subject Matter
Expert ("SME")

OpenGov Subject Matter Experts ("SM Es") will engage in
strategy, design, and execution discussions internally and with
Customer during the deployment. The SME has a specific area of
expertise, and depending on the scope of the project more than
one SME may engage. The SME will not be on all working
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sessions, but will be involved per the direction of the OpenGov
Project Manager.
Integration Engineer
("IE")

Responsible for migrations, conversions, and integrations as
assigned. Responsible for providing clear direction on
specifications to ensure proper delivery of migration,
conversions, and integrations. Clear data mapping and data
validation to be provided with customer sign-offs obtained by
the OpenGov Project Manager.

Account Executive
("AE"}

The Account Executive is responsible for the sales cycle.
Aligning on program vision, value proposition, and contract
terms. The Account Executive will facilitate project kickoff along
with the Open Gov Project Manager. The Account Executive will
be engaged with the customer throughout their journey with
OpenGov, post-deployment and beyond.

Customer Manager
("CM")

The Customer Manager ("CM") is the primary customer
relationship holder post-Deploy. The "Air Traffic Controller" or
"Quarterback" of Open Gov resources with focus on long term
success of Customer's partnership with OpenGov. The CM will
engage with Customer to discuss adoption strategy and conduct
periodic reviews to ensure Customer's key stakeholders
understand all Open Gov offerings and how they align to key
Customer priorities. The CM will be introduced at deployment
kick-off, but will not be an active participant in deployment
working sessions. As the deployment approaches closure, the
CM's engagement will ramp-up, and the Open Gov Project
Manager to CM meeting with Customer will occur prior to
Project Completion.

Budget Owner ("BO")

The Customer Budget Owner commits the funds to the project
deployment, assesses the value to the cost (ROI), and approves
changes orders. In some cases, the Budget Owner and Executive
Sponsor are the same person.

Executive Sponsor
("ES"}

Responsible for ensuring Customer team is aligned to core
project value proposition and goals. Able to intervene if the
project goes off track, and has ability to make decisions on
timeline and budget when decisions are stalled. The Executive
Sponsor is not expected to regularly attend deployment working
sessions. Executive Sponsors, attend monthly (or other
frequency) executive meetings to review deployment status,

Name:Tammi
Royales
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documented issue list, status and closure summary.
Project Manager
('"PM")
Name:Tammi
Royales

Serves as the primary contact for OpenGov Project Initiation,
Best Practice Review, Configuration, Validation, Deploy, Project
Completion. Coordinates meetings and schedules. Controls
communication between the Customer and Open Gov project
teams.

Project Lead ('4PL")

Is an internal SME in the functional area of deployment. Attends
working sessions, trainings, and responsible for reviewing
configurations. Primary Open Gov counterpart will be the
Analyst.

Data and
Systemslead (11 DSL")

Responsible for mapping out data infrastructure and validating
migration, conversion, integration requirements. Someone who
is able to connect OpenGov team with any of Customer's
third-party data sources and vendors as needed to fulfill SOW
requirements.

4.2.

OpenGov Roles and Responsibilities RACI

Project
Initiation

One-time

R

Best Practice
Review

Iterative

R

C

Configuration

Iterative

A

R

Validation

Iterative

A

C

Deploy

Iterative

A

Project
Completion

One-time

R

A

C

A

C

R

A

A

C

C

A

R

C

A

A

R

C

R

A

C

R = Responsible to perform the task
A= Accountable for the task being completed
C = Consulted with prior to the activity being performed
I= Informed that the task has been completed
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5.. Governance
Project Governance provides the foundation and framework to manage deployments by
assessing progress and addressing questions and challenges during the course of
deployment. OpenGov follows three guiding principles for governance to maximize the
deployment value with our customers:
•

•

•

Regular communication aligned to the agreed upon project plan and timing will
occur. OpenGov expects our customers to raise questions or concerns as soon as
they arise. OpenGov will do the same, as we can only address items when known.
Executive involvement is expected from both OpenGov and Customer. Not only
may Executives be called upon to clarify expectations and/or confusion, but also to
steer strategic items to maximize the value through the deployment.
Commitment to the direction outlined in this SOW and critical assessment change
orders to ensure they drive value.

5.1.

Regular Communication Components

Quarterly
Management
Review
("QMR")

Engagement
Review

Quarterly

Overview of
Program Status,
Value Realization,
trends, savings
reports, SLA,
program
improvement,
technology, and
discuss program
adjustments

PM,ES,
others as
necessary

PM,PL,
ES, others
as
necessary

Statement
Committee

Bi-Annually

Review of
milestones per
commercial
agreement, review
budget and fiscal
matters.

PM,ES,
AE,CM

PM,80.
ES

Discuss strategic
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direction from
deployment,
alignment of
Open Gov with
Customer's 3-year
roadmap, evaluate
potential shift in
strategy and
impact to
relationship
Executive Sponsor Meeting

Monthly/
Bi-Monthly

Discuss
deployment:
- Strategic
impacts: timing,
scope, process
- Value prop
changes,
confusion
- Project specific:
items that need
guidance, support
and/or clarity

PM,ES,
plus
others as
necessary

PM, ES,
plus
others as
necessary

Weekly Deployment
Updates

Weekly

Summary of
project actions
against project
plan.

Project
Team+
ES(s)

Project
Team+
ES(s)

Risks and
achievements
highlighted in
addition to asks of
leadership.

5.2.

Commitment to Project Direction and Goals

This SOW is the direction agreed upon by Customer and OpenGov. Transparency of the
plan is paramount for our Customers to attain the value the SOW or any subsequent change
order outlines.
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Should direction of the deployment become disconnected, OpenGov and Customer Project
Managers will outline the gaps as they understand them and communicate the gaps to their
respective Executive Sponsor(s) (or Project T earns) for discussion and resolution.
The communication path for this engagement will be outlined in the kick off meeting,
documenting both phone numbers and email. The general path is:
OpenGov Project Manager Sponsor

Professional Services Sr. Manager / SVP -

Executive

6. Escalation Process
The purpose of this section is to define the escalation process, should it be needed, to
support closing issues that are raised, discussed to move forward with the deployment.
OpenGov and Customer agree to raise concerns and follow the escalation process,
resource responsibility, and documentation.

6.1.
•
•
•

•

Identification of an issue impeding deployment progress, outcome or capturing the
value proposition, that is not acceptable.
Customer or OpenGov Project Manager summarizes the problem statement and
impasse.
Customer and OpenGov Project managers will outline solution, acceptance or
schedule Executive review in accordance with SLA as defined in Section 7 General
Project Assumptions.
Resolution will be documented and signed off following Executive review in
accordance with SLA as defined in Section 7 General Project Assumptions.

6.2.
•

•
•

•

Process

Escalation Requirements

OpenGov and Customer Project Managers will summarize impasse and
recommendation to present at scheduled or ad hoc executive meetings. Unless
otherwise noted in this SOW, Customer Project Manager can approve how hours are
used, but not where funding is required.
Executive Sponsors attend monthly (or other frequency) executive meetings to
review deployment status, documented issue list, status, and closure summary.
Steering Committees, where applicable, will be the arbitrator to direction and issue
closure. Unless otherwise noted in this SOW, the Customer Executive Sponsor must
approve change orders that result in additional cost.
Customer or Open Gov Subject Matter Experts may be requested to provide input to
the issue and assist in closure. Both Customer and Open Gov will make best effort to
enable those Subject Matter Experts to be available and participate.
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6.3.
411

411

411

Documentation

Issue Escalation: Problem Statement with clear impact to the deployment and/or
engagement.
Acceptance Document: Detail including change order or other process adjustments
required and summary of the resolution.
Notes from Project Meetings, Executive Reviews, and Steering Committee
meetings, as appropriate.

7.. General Project Assumptions
OpenGov is excited to work with Customer on the implementation of our OpenGov
ERP Cloud. In order to ensure we are able to meet the project timeline and ensure
Customer is successful in this , OpenGov asks that Customer abide by the General
Assumptions detailed in this SOW.
411

•

This SOW is limited to the Implementation of the OpenGov Cloud as defined
in the Project Scope. Any additional services or support will be considered out
of scope.
Customer will commit and provide access to all necessary stakeholders and
subject matter experts necessary to implement the solution defined in this

sow.
•
•

•

Customer is responsible for internal change management associated with the
purchase of new software.
Service-level Agreement ("SLA")
o Open Gov and Customer commit to responding to inquiries, updates, or
any other project-related matters in no less than 10 business days
throughout the course of this project. If Customer is delayed in its
response, Customer acknowledges that: a) the delay may impact the
project schedule; and b) any fees for Professional Services due to
Open Gov after such delay shall become due and Open Gov may invoice
Customer for such prepayment.
Professional Services Offer Expiration:
o This SOW is valid for up to 90 days from the Creation Date, or as
agreed to in writing by OpenGov and Customer.
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8.. Project Scope
8.1.

OpenGov Reporting & Transparency Platform
8.1.1.

OpenGov
Reporting&
Transparency
Platform

OpenGov Reporting
Project Deliverables

Cloud
•
•
•
•
•

&

Transparency

Platform

based Reporting & Transparency Platform that includes:
Stories
Open Town Hall
Reporting
Dashboards
Transparency Portal

8.1.2.
The tasks listed below are required for OpenGov and Customer to successfully complete
the OpenGov Reporting & Transparency Platform implementation.

8.1.2JL

Initiate

Provisioning
R& T Platform

Open Gov will provision Customer's Open Gov entity and verify
Customer has access to all purchased modules.

OpenGov
University
Platform
Training

OpenGov will provide access to Open Gov University online training
courses intended to teach users on the basics of the Reporting &
Transparency Platform.

Stories and
Open Town
Hall Examples

Open Gov will build out an example of a Story:
• One standard story based on available templates in OpenGov.
Open Gov will build out an example of a topic in Open Town Hall.

Initial Data
Migration

OpenGov will upload any applicable datasets to the OpenGov Platform.
• Base Budget File
• Historical Budget and Transactions Files, including beginning
balances
• Budget Reference Year data files
OpenGov will accept flat files such as CSV, Text, and/or Excel
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8.1.2.2.

Best Practices

Overview of
Best Practice

Open Gov assesses and identifies how best to configure and map data
to ensure success based on materials provided by Customer.

Stories and
Open Town
Hall Review

The Implementation Analyst will conduct a review of the examples
created.

Solution
Document

Open Gov will present a solution document to be mutually agreed upon
prior to beginning configuration.

Configuration

Chart of
Accounts

OpenGov will review and give feedback on Customer's general ledger
chart of accounts
Open Gov will provide a functional build of the proposed Open Gov
Chart of Accounts, and gain sign off on acceptance from Customer.
Open Gov will configure Open Gov Chart of Accounts in OpenGov
system

Standard
Reports

Open Gov will:
• Set up 3 standard reports (Annual, Budget to Actuals, and
Transactions)
• Configure 3 departmental dashboards with up to 3 tiles each

Validation

Chart of
Accounts

Once built in Open Gov system, Customer will validate and sign off of
transformed Chart of Accounts

Data

Customer will validate and sign off on the datasets uploaded as part of
the implementation.
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8.1.2.5.

Deploy

Training
Stories

Open Gov will review configured story and train Customer on how to:
• Create new stories
• Update/Maintain current stories
• Publish internally and externally

Training Open
Town Hall

Open Gov will present configured Open Town Hall site and theme.
OpenGov will train Customer on Open Town Hall functionality

Training
Standard
Reports

OpenGov will review configured Standard Reports.
Open Gov will train Customer on Report:
• Configuration
• Update/Maintenance
• Publishing internally and externally

Training
Dashboards

OpenGov will review configured Dashboards
Open Gov will train Customer on Dashboard:
• Configuration
• Update/Maintenance
• Publishing internally and externally

Platform
Training

Open Gov will review configured COA and uploaded data.
OpenGov will train Customer on Platform maintenance::
• Users
• Uploading data
• Maintaining COA

Sign Off

Customer will sign off that they have:
• Configured Story
• Configured Open Town Hall
• Configured Standard Reports
• Configured Dashboard
• Been trained on Stories, Open Town Hall, Standard Reports,
Dashboards

8.2.

OpenGov Financials
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OpenGov
Financials
Suite

Cloud based Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system which
includes:
• Chart of Accounts
• General Ledger
• Purchase/Requisitions
• Accounts Payable
• Purchase Cards
e Bank Reconciliation
e Cash Receipts
• Accounts Receivable
• Fixed Assets
• Payroll
• Payroll Timesheets
• Reporting
• Integrations

The tasks listed below are required for OpenGov and Customer to successfully complete
the OpenGov Financial Suite implementation.

Initiate

Provisioning

OG

OpenGov will provision Customers' Open Gov entity and verify Customer
has access to all purchased modules.

Financials
Environment
Reporting
Assessment

OpenGov will conduct an assessment of Customer's current reports to
determine specific report types needed within:
• OpenGov Financials (Financial and Module specific reports)
• OpenGov Reporting and Transparency Platform (Historical and
Non-Financial Reports)

Integrations
Assessment

OpenGov will work with Customer to assess Customer's Integrations
requirements for software platforms listed in Integrations Buildout
section of the Statement of Work.

Initial Data
Migration
and Review

Open Gov will initiate the migration of 2.5 years of historical data into the
OpenGov Reporting and Transparency platform.
OpenGov, along with Customer, will review and initiate the validation of
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2.5 years of historical data in the OpenGov Reporting and Transparency
platform.
OpenGov will initiate the migration of 2.5 years of historical data into the
OpenGov Reporting and Transparency platform.
OpenGov, along with Customer, will review and initiate the validation of
2.5 years of historical data in the Open Gov Reporting and Transparency
platform.
Open
Transaction
Data
Migration*

Open Gov will initiate the migration of Open Transaction Data data into the
OpenGov Financials.
Encumbrances (POs)
Open Invoices
Uncleared Checks
Open AR
Cash Reciepts
Beginning Balance and Mid-Year Transactions
Adopted 2019-2021 biennium budget

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Practices

Overview of
Best Practice

Open Gov assesses and identifies how best to configure and map data
to ensure success based on materials provided by Customer.

Customer
Inputs

Open Gov will share what is needed to obtain from Customer and why
the information drives a successful outcome.

Discuss
Recommended
process versus
Current
process

Open Gov will review department specific documents. Coach the
Customer on Best Practice application. OpenGov will make solution
recommendations based on our domain expertise.

Solution
Document

Open Gov will present a solution document to be mutually agreed upon
prior to beginning configuration.

Configuration
of Chart of

Open Gov will conduct an assessment of Customer's current Superion
Plus Chart of Accounts structure.
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Accounts

Open Gov will create a "Proof of Concept" design for a transformed
Chart of Account, using GASS standard best practice.
Open Gov will provide a crosswalk to Customer's current Chart of
Accounts for validation purposes
Open Gov will secure Sign Off on the transformed Chart of Accounts.
OpenGov will build Customer's approved Chart of Accounts in OpenGov
Financials system:
Build Valid Accounts
Individual Segments
COA Based Security
Open Gov will secure validation and sign off of transformed Chart of
Accounts

•

•
•
•

General
Ledger

OpenGov will configure General Ledger Module
Open Gov will provide working sessions to include (but not limited to):
Data Review
Improved Procedural Processes
Build recurring templates (if applicable)
Validate Reporting
Review configuration with Customer
OpenGov will provide User Training for the General Ledger module.
Open Gov will work with Customer to validate new OGF adopted General
Ledger Processes and Data
Open Gov will provide OGF standard reporting for the General Ledger
Module to include COA

•
•
•

•
•

Requisitions/
Purchasing

Opengov will configure Requisitions/Purchasing Module
Open Gov will set up:
Purchase controls
Encumbrances/Requisitions
Departmental purchasing
Approval routing
Approval limits
OpenGov will provide working sessions to include (but not limited to):
Data Review
Improved Procedural Processes
Build recurring templates (if applicable)
Validate Reporting
Review configuration with Customer
Open Gov will provide User Training for the Requisitions/Purchasing
module
OpenGov will work with Customer to validate new OGF adopted
Requisitions/Purchasing Processes and Data
Open Gov will provide OGF standard reporting for the
Requisitions/Purchasing Module

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Accounts

Opengov will configure Accounts Payable Module
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Payable

Open Gov will configure consolidated cash
OpenGov will set up:
Banks
ACH
Check format and printers
Current year budget
Vendors
1099 Processing
Misc Vendors
Open Gov will provide working sessions to include (but not limited to):
Data Review
Improved Procedural Processes
Build recurring templates (if applicable)
Validate Reporting
Review configuration with Customer
Open Gov will provide User Training for the Accounts Payable module.
Open Gov will work with Customer to validate new OGF adopted
Accounts Payable Processes and Data
Open Gov will provide OGF standard reporting for the Accounts Payable
Module

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Purchase
Card

Open Gov will configure Purchase Cards module
Open Gov will set up:
Bank interface (for downloading and uploading statements)
Purchase card users
Approval routing
Journal entry
Open Gov will provide working sessions to include (but not limited to):
Data Review
Improved Procedural Processes
Build recurring templates (if applicable)
Validate Reporting
Review configuration with Customer
Open Gov will provide User Training for the Purchase Card module.
OpenGov will work with Customer to validate new OGF adopted
Purchase Card Processes and Data
Open Gov will provide OGF standard reporting for the Purchase Card
Module

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Bank
Reconciliation

Open Gov will configure Bank Reconciliation module
OpenGov will set up:
Bank interfaces (for downloading and uploading statements)
Unmatched items process
Open Gov will provide working sessions to include (but not limited to):
Data Review
Improved Procedural Processes
Build recurring templates (if applicable)

•
•
•

•
•
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•

Validate Reporting
Review configuration with Customer
Open Gov will provide User Training for the Bank Reconciliation module.
Open Gov will work with Customer to validate new OGF adopted Bank
Reconciliation Processes and Data
OpenGov will provide OGF standard reporting for the Bank
Reconciliation Module

•

Cash Receipts

OpenGov will configure Cash receipts module
Open Gov will set up:
Cash Receipt types
Receipts format and printers
Journal entry controls
Credit card processing interfaces/processors (as defined in
presales process)
Utility Billing badges
Collection agencies
OpenGov will provide working sessions to include (but not limited to):
Data Review
Improved Procedural Processes
Build recurring templates (if applicable)
Validate Reporting
Review configuration with Customer
Open Gov will provide User Training for the Cash Receipts module.
Open Gov will work with Customer to validate new OGF adopted Cash
Receipts Processes and Data
Open Gov will provide OGF standard reporting for the Cash Receipts
Module

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounts
Receivable

Open Gov will configure Accounts Receivable module
Open Gov will set up:
Recurring and Miscellaneous Customer
Invoice formats
Billing Cycles
Open Gov will provide working sessions to include (but not limited to):
Data Review
Improved Procedural Processes
Build recurring templates (if applicable)
Validate Reporting
Review configuration with Customer
Open Gov will provide User Training for the Accounts Receivable module.
Open Gov will work with Customer to validate new OGF adopted
Accounts Receivable Processes and Data
Open Gov will provide OGF standard reporting for the Accounts
Receivable Module

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Fixed Assets

Open Gov will configure Fixed Assets module
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Open Gov will set up:
Asset groups
Fleet groups
Useful life and Depreciation Method
OpenGov will provide working sessions to include (but not limited to):
Data Review
Improved Procedural Processes
Build recurring templates (if applicable)
Validate Reporting
Review configuration with Customer
Open Gov will provide User Training for the Fixed Assets module.
OpenGov will work with Customer to validate new OGF adopted Fixed
Assets Processes and Data
OpenGov will provide OGF standard reporting for the Fixed Assets
Module

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Payroll

Open Gov will configure Payroll module
OpenGov will set up:
Pay Codes
Deduction codes
Benefits
Pay tables
Payees
Pay cycles
Bank Accounts
ACH
Unemployment
Workmans Comp
Bargaining groups
Step and Grade
Longevity
Shifts
Employee Portal
Open Gov will provide working sessions to include (but not limited to):
Data Review
Improved Procedural Processes
Build recurring templates (if applicable)
Validate Reporting
Review configuration with Customer
Open Gov will provide User Training for the Payroll module.
Open Gov will work with Customer to validate new OGF adopted Payroll
Processes and Data
Open Gov will provide OGF standard reporting for the Payroll Module

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Payroll
Timesheets

Open Gov will configure Payroll Timesheets module
Open Gov will set up:
Pay Frequency

•
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• Shifts
• Approvals
• Pay periods
• Projects
Open Gov will provide working sessions to include (but not limited to):
• Data Review
• Improved Procedural Processes
• Build recurring templates (if applicable)
• Validate Reporting
• Review configuration with Customer
Open Gov will provide User Training for the Payroll Timesheets module.
Open Gov will work with Customer to validate new OGF adopted Payroll
Timesheets Processes and Data
OpenGov will provide OGF standard reporting for the Payroll Timesheets
Module
Integrations
Buildout

Build integrations
Open Gov will work with Customer to create sFTP integrations based on
the needs established by Customer for the following systems:
• Mainstar - (Permits, Business Licenses)
o Nightly
o Building Department
• Union Bank (for Bank Reconciliation)
o Monthly
• US Bank (Cal Card)
o Twice Monthly (or Biweekly)
Further scoping will be required to establish Customer's needs and could
result in additional hours added to the project.
If sFTP Integrations are not achievable during deployment, Customer
will be trained and enabled to use a manual process to support these
processes.

Reporting
Buildout

Open Gov will configure Reporting & Transparency Platform general
reporting
• Transaction
• Budget to Actual
• Operating Budget Reports
• Capital Budget Reports

Security

Set up authentication
• Users and Group (may or may not include SSO)
Set up Authorization
• Module/application access controls
• COA based
• Separation of duties
Evaluate and configure Security controls and log in requirements
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User Training/Validation (Workshops)

8.2.2.4,

Validation

Customer will provide sign off and final validation of all deployed
modules.
Validation of:
• Configuration of deployed modules to agreed upon Solution
Document
• End user training has been completed
• OGF Standard Financial Reports
c
Go Live Plan Completion
• Cutover Planning Checklist

Validation of
Configured
Modules

Deploy

Final Data Load

Open Gov will perform the final data upload of all GAP Data
accumulated between the initial data upload and system go live date.
• This GAP data upload may require black out dates where
Customer is not inputting data into the legacy system.

Post
Deployment
Support

Open Gov will provide post deployment support in the form of
assistance with initial (to include but not limited to):
• Processing of requisitions and purchase orders
• Accounts Payable check run
• Printing and submitting of checks to the bank
• Running reports
• Live Bank Reconciliation

8.3.

OpenGov Budgeting & Planning
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Budgeting & Planning Suite, includes:
• Operating Budget
• Workforce Planning
• Capital Improvement Project Budgeting
• Online Budget Book
• Budget Reporting

OpenGov
Budgeting&
Planning Suite

and Planning
The tasks and responsibilities listed below are required for OpenGov and Customer to
successfully complete the Open Gov Budgeting and Planning Suite implementation.

8.3.2.1.

Initiate

Documentation
Receipt

Customer to provide Open Gov:
• Budget export
• Examples of the documentation currently provided to
department,
• Budgetschedul~
• Management budget reports example

OpenGov
University
Budget
Training

During the initial phase, Open Gov will provide system training to
administrators.
Training will include:
• How to create
o
a budget
o a proposal
o a worksheet
o add a line item
o reselect line items
o submit a budget
• Reporting overview
• Stories overview
• Open Town Hall overview
• Workforce Planning Overview

Budget and
Workforce
Solution
Examples

Open Gov will build out examples of best practices for budgeting
solutions:
Operating
• 2 POC budget instances in OpenGov
• 2 POC proposals for each budget instance (Traditional and
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•
•

OpenGov)
3 POC budget reports
0
Operating Budget Development
0
Operating Budget Details
0
Operating Budget Categories
1 POC budget story for review

Capital
Ill

•
Ill

•

1 POC budget instances in OpenGov
2 POC proposals
3 POC budget reports
0
Capital Budget Development
0
Capital Budget Details
0
Capital Budget Categories
1 POC capital story for review

Workforce Planning Shell
CII
4 Standard cost elements
0
Wages
0
Insurance
0
Retirement
0
Taxes
Online Budget
Book Examples

Open Gov will build out:
CII
Look and feel of Online Budget Book
Best practice templates for:
0
Table of Contents
0
Budget message
0
Introduction
0
Revenue and Expenditure Assumptions
0
Budget Summary
0
Departmental Information
0
Debt

•

Practices

Overview of
Best Practice

Open Gov assesses and identifies how best to configure and map data
to ensure success based on materials provided by Customer.

Budget and
Workforce
Solution

The Implementation Analyst will conduct a review of the examples
created and work with the customer to confirm a budget format on
which to move forward.
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Online Budget
Book Solution

The Implementation Analyst will conduct review of Online Budget Book
templates and work with Customer to confirm format and approach.

Solution
Document

Open Gov will present a solution document to be mutually agreed upon
prior to beginning configuration.

8.3.2,3.

Configure

Base Budget
File

Open Gov will configure and upload Customer's base budget file into
OpenGov.

Budget
Configuration

Based on the Review and Confirmation phase Open Gov Open Gov will
set up Customer's preferred budget format:
Operating
• 1 Budget instance
• 2 Proposals (Department)
• Corresponding worksheets (single, fund, division, or function)
• 1 Standard Budget Story Template
Capital
• 1 Budget instance
• 2 Proposals (Department or Project)
• Corresponding worksheets (single, fund, division, or function)
• 1 Standard Capital Story Template
Based on the review of the Workforce Planning Shell and with the
guidance of the Implementation Analyst, Customer will:
• Buildout remaining cost elements
• Populate position template
• Validate Workforce calculation

Budget
Configuration
Working
Sessions

OpenGov will hold working sessions between the Implementation
Analyst and Customer for the purpose of validating, reviewing, and
iterating upon draft budget instances. Session will focus on:
• Set up
• Structure
• Workflow
• Useraccess

Administrator
Budget
Management

Open Gov will provide 1, 60-Minute training sessions to enable
Customer's Budget Administrators to manage and maintain their
OpenGov budgets including:
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Training

•
•
•
•
•

Useraccess
Approval workflow
Cloning
Phases
Proposal status

Dataset and
View
Configuration

OpenGov will set up 1 export and dataset view to enable budget reports

Budget
Report(s)

Open Gov will set up 8 standard reports to include:
Operating
• Operating Budget Milestones
• Operating Budget Development
• Operating Budget Details
• Operating Budget Categories
Capital
• Capital
• Capital
• Capital
• Capital

Budget Development
Budget Details
Budget Categories
Plan Report

Budget
Exports and
Reporting
Training

Open Gov will provide 1 of 60-Minute training sessions to enable
Customer to own, manage and maintain their Open Gov Budget Data
and Reports including:
• Exports
• Dataset views
• Reports

Online Budget
Book
Configuration
and Training
Session

OpenGov will setup 3 Open Gov standard Online Budget Book
templates chosen from examples defined above, including 1 completed
story from 1 template
• Administrator training
o One 60-Minute session for training:
11
Using and Copying Templates
1111
How Datasets and Reports work in Stories
1111
How the Online Budget Book works with
Transparency Portal
1111
Preparing for updating and ongoing use
• Open Gov will provide working sessions for OpenGov to consult
with Customer on Online Budget Book, scheduled as needed. (Not
to exceed more than 10 sessions unless agreed upon by openGov
Project Manager and Customer.)
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Customer administrators will set up additional project story shells and
corresponding project users, and admins/users will add content

8.3.2.4.

Validation of
Configured
Budgets

Validation

The OpenGov Project Manager and Analyst will confirm with
Customer's Project Lead that all budget proposals are configured
properly based on the agreed upon format

Deploy

Internal
Budget User
Training

Open Gov will provide 1 of 60-Minute training sessions to enable
Customer's internal users to understand budgeting requirements.

Sign Off

Customer will provide written sign off that all Budgets and standard
reports have been configured based on agreed upon formats.

9.. Acceptance
9.1.

Acceptance Process

All Deliverables require acceptance from the Customer Project Manager(s) following the
completion of Deliverables and upon Project Closure. Customer is responsible for
conducting any additional review or testing of such deliverable pursuant to any applicable
acceptance criteria agreed upon by the parties for such deliverable. Upon completion of
these phases, the OpenGov Project Manager shall notify the Customer Project Manager(s)
and provide the necessary documents for review and sign off.
The following process will be used for accepting or acknowledging Deliverables and Project
Closure:
• OpenGov shall submit the completed deliverables to Customer to review or test
against the applicable acceptance criteria. Customer shall notify OpenGov promptly
of its acceptance or rejection in accordance with the agreed upon acceptance
criteria.
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e

e

•

•

Customer must accept all deliverables that meet the applicable acceptance criteria.
OpenGov Project Manager will provide the Customer Project Manager with the
OpenGov Acceptance form to sign off on the deliverable and project. Once all
deliverables required to meet a particular phase have been accepted or are deemed
accepted, the phase shall be deemed complete.
Upon completion of the phase or project, OpenGov allows Customer 10 business
days to communicate that the particular Deliverable(s) does not meet Customer's
requirements. Failure to communicate that the particular Deliverable(s) does not
meet Customer's requirements will be deemed as acceptance and any further work
provided to remedy Customer's complaint might incur additional cost.
Customer shall provide to OpenGov a written notice detailing the reasons for
rejection and the nature of the failure to meet the acceptance criteria. Open Gov shall
make best effort to revise the non-conforming Deliverable(s) to meet the
acceptance criteri and re-submit it to Customer for further review and testing.
If the acceptance form is not received in accordance with SLA as defined in Section
7 General Project Assumptions, the project phase and/or project will be considered
accepted and automatically closed.

9.2.
e

•
e

e

e

Acceptance Requirements

All acceptance milestones and associated review periods will be tracked on the
project plan.
The Customer Project Manager will have decision authority to approve/reject all
project Deliverables, Phase Acceptance and Project Acceptance.
Any open issues shall be resolved or decisions made in accordance with OpenGov's
SLA as defined in Section 7 General Assumptions of this SOW following the
Validation Acceptance review, or as mutually agreed upon between the parties, for
resolution prior to advancing on in the project.
Both OpenGov and Customer recognize that failure to complete tasks and resolve
open issues may have a negative impact on the project.
For any tasks not yet complete, OpenGov and/or Customer will provide sufficient
resources to expedite completion of tasks to prevent negatively impacting the
project.

10., Change Management
This SOW and related effort is based on the information provided and gathered by
Open Gov. Customer acknowledges that changes to the scope may require additional effort
or time, resulting in additional cost. Any change to scope must be agreed to in writing or
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email, by both Customer and Open Gov, and documented as such via a:
•

Change Order - Work that is added to or deleted from the original scope of this SOW.
Depending on the magnitude of the change, it may or may not alter the original
contract amount or completion date and be paid for by Customer. Changes might
include:
o Timeline for completion
o Sign off process
o Cost of change and Invoice timing
o Signed by OpenGov and Customer Executives approving funds.

Change documentation will be mutually signed in accordance with OpenGov's SLA as
defined in Section 7 General Assumptions of this SOW. Should that not occur, the change
will be added to the next Executive Sponsor agenda for closure.
Example of Changes that might arise during a deployment:
e
Amending the SOW to correct an error.
• Extension of work as the complexity identified exceeds what was expected by
Customer or Open Gov.
• Change in type of OpenGov resources to support the SOW. For example Subject
Matter Experts to address simplifying Chart of Account structure.
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CERTIFICATE OF CITY/DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

Certification of Unappropriated Reserves
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the money required for the appropriation of funds for the
purpose as docketed is available in the Treasury, or is anticipated to come into the Treasury, and
is otherwise unappropriated.
Amount$
Purpose

Director of Finance
City of La Mesa
By

Date
Unappropriated Reserves Available Balance $

Certification of Unencumbered Balance

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the indebtedness and obligation as docketed can be incurred;
that sufficient monies to meet the obligations are actually in the Treasury, or are anticipated to
come into the Treasury to the credit of the appropriation from which the same are to be drawn;
and that said monies now actually in the treasury, together with the monies anticipated to come
into the Treasury, to the credit of said appropriation are otherwise unencumbered.
Amount Not to Exceed

$403,956.00

Directoro Finance
City of La Mesa

Date:

Fund:
101

Purpose:

Dept./Activity:
1315-6586

11/18/2020

By:

Tammi J. Royales

$403,956.00 from account 1315-6586 (amount available $1,131,120.00)

Resolution to Award Purchase of New Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
Financial System

CERTIFICATE NO.
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